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Introduction

WHEN thinking without some caution about the limits of decidability, provability, computability,  

predictability and how these limits could be linked to each other, one can easily find oneself being 

trapped in the midst of some increasingly strange waters. To avoid this during our examination of  

the above limits, we at first have to examine another interesting limit.

 The latter is very often overlooked, but is the key for at all being able to put all the above men

tioned links into a broader perspective. What we are referring to here as the key is the limit of dedu

cability itself. With having said that, we already know what the underlying reasons are for the limits 

of deciding, proving, computing and predicting something: the latter are the whole lot instances of 

the limits for gaining certain fundamental information by just an act of deductive reasoning.

In this essay we will exemplify this claim by not only examining it in detail, but moreover we will  

find out that this limit leads us to the induction that there has to exist something meaningful beyond 

it. In this sense, the limits mentioned at the beginning are no problem at all, but surprisingly part of  

the solution. Let's therefore start our overall analysis by introducing Kurt Gödel, an Austro-Hungari

an logician, mathematician and analytic philosopher. He was born in 1906 and already at the early  

age of twenty-five he had published two world-renowned incompleteness theorems [1].

1   Unprovability
Gödel's first incompleteness theorem states that no finitely specified and consistent axiomatic sys

tem that at least contains some elementary arithmetic ('Robinson arithmetic') is able to prove  all 

true statements about the natural numbers from within itself. Naturally we might think that there is 

nothing more natural in mathematics than the natural numbers and thus, all that can reasonably be 

stated with these nice numbers must provably be true. But Gödel demonstrated that those systems  

that fall under the restrictions of his theorems cannot prove true all true statements that can be con

structed by those systems. Gödel used a statement of the kind 0≠1 which is obviously true, but is 

neither provable nor disprovable within the mentioned mathematical systems.

1 Abstract available at https://fqxi.org/community/forum/category/31427
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If the statement 0≠1 would be disprovable by such a system, that system would obviously be in-

consistent. Therefore one assumes that these systems are consistent, but incomplete. Hence, they 

lack certain axioms that would enable them to decide the truth values for all their valid statements.  

The question arises which axioms are needed to facilitate a mathematical system that is consistent 

as well as complete. There indeed exist some mathematical systems that have these properties, but  

unfortunately the ones we need to do science with are of the incomplete kind.

Extending those systems that fall under the restrictions of Gödel's theorems with some addition

al axioms to make them definitely complete isn't possible for any deterministic machine or any hu 

man mind, since it would require an infinite amount of time and additional axioms to do so (if at all  

logically possible). But there is another obstacle to it: obviously these systems aren't able to differ

entiate between a possibility and a necessity from within themselves, because there is no mechanical 

or logical procedure available that could tell us explicitly whether or not systems that fall under the 

restrictions of Gödel's findings are inconsistent or incomplete. Therefore Gödel's second incomplete

ness theorem states that these systems, if one assumes that they are fundamentally consistent, can

not demonstrate their own consistency, but also cannot demonstrate their own inconsistency. 

All this means that neither machines nor human beings can reliably deduce that certain things do 

exist or do not exist. Because for knowing this they had at first to know whether or not the existence  

of these things should necessarily be considered a possibility, a necessity or even an impossibility.  

This may be a trivial statement from the point of view of human observers, but as we will see, it can-

not be considered as also being trivially recognizable by a computer program.

Despite our problems to decide between the above mentioned modalities, we nonetheless obvi

ously can know a truth that mathematical systems or machines presumably never can know. We  

know that machines and thus, their algorithms, lack the needed ontological awareness of the terms 

'possible', 'necessary' and 'impossible' for at all being able to come to the conclusion that these crite-

ria are profound limits of their own abilities to deduce something to be ontologically true or false.

Therefore, deducability  for human beings cannot be defined as an exclusively only mechanical, 

algorithmic process, because it strongly necessitates the concept of ontological truth. That this is so 

was already suggested by the Polish-American mathematician Alfred Tarski. In 1935 he gave a clever 

proof that the concept of truth can neither be definitely defined nor be implemented into any suffi 

ciently strong formal (computer) system that falls under the restrictions of Gödel's theorems (finite 

and consistent) [2]. Since logics, amongst other things, needs this concept to at least make the exist

ential statement “i think and therefore i am”, every machine with similar abilities must also have  

some knowledge about the necessity to differentiate between certain things that aren't existent and 

certain things that are existent.  Consequently,  this knowledge about existential issues needs the 

concept of ontological truth to be at all knowledge.

2   Unsolvability
To further demonstrate the necessity for an ontological concept of truth to deduce that some-

thing is non-formalizable, we want to examine Alan Turing's famous halting problem. Turing envisi-

oned a computer program (a specialized algorithm) called 'halting program' that would be able to 
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beforehand determine whether or not any other possible algorithm (for example a mathematical 

equation) stops (has a solution) or potentially must run forever (has no solution). If such an other 

algorithm does not have a valid solution for a given mathematical problem, the halting program 

should indicate this by outputting the number 0 and stop. If there is a solution, the halting program  

should output the number 1 and stop.

 What is demanded by such a 'halting program' is nothing less than to know beforehand all ans

wers to questions about the existence of mathematical solutions. Alone this sounds impossible, since 

the set of all these questions could easily be infinite (who knows?), and hence the halting program  

had to have an infinite size. But there is another obstacle to it: if that halting program does not find a 

shortcut for determining that a certain mathematical problem has no solution (via a proof by contra-

diction), the only alternative left would be to run the equation for an unknown time. If there would 

indeed be no solution existent,  the  program would therefore  run theoretically  forever.  But  this 

contradicts the very definition of the halting program's internal algorithm to be at all feasible, name-

ly that it has to stop in every case and output either a 0 or a 1.

This contradiction shows that such a halting program – any algorithmic program – cannot differ-

entiate between an impossibility and a necessity – and therefore it is simply impossible to be at all 

existent. If it could nonetheless differentiate between an impossibility and a necessity, it would have  

realized that its own source code is simply contradictory: it demands to halt in both cases whereas 

one case might demand it to run forever and for that case the program either would go into an infin

ite loop or had to have an infinite complexity. Unless such an algorithm has no understanding about 

the impossibility for both alternatives to ever stop at a certain point, it cannot grasp the real mean 

ing of what has been famously termed the unsolvability of the halting problem [3].

As already mentioned, the halting program only would have a 'solution' to the halting problem if 

all mathematical questions would have been already answered and all the answers had somewhat 

been implemented into it. But then such a halting program would be superfluous, since the truths 

that had been implemented into it hadn't been deduced by itself nor could they any more be 'pre 

dicted' by it as originally intended. Again, what we determine here is that neither machines nor hu

man beings can in all cases reliably beforehand know that certain things do exist or do not exist.

3   Conscious algorithms
The above passages indicate what an algorithm must be capable of when it should be at all able  

to realize that the halting problem is unsolvable. It at first had to question its own deductive system 

by realizing that there are things that never can be deduced for sure. The latter was the case for be 

forehand determining for all mathematical questions whether or not they have a solution. Since the

re does not exist a solution to that halting problem, that 'conscious' algorithm also had to realize  

that there are things in an assumed-to-be deterministic universe that do not exist.

Note also that a 'conscious' algorithm theoretically could fabricate the same impossibility proof 

that Turing facilitated with the help of the diagonalization method. But this would effort that this al

gorithm must at first have a concept about what we call 'infinity'. To accomplish the latter, the al

gorithm had to realize what algorithms are all about, namely deterministic, mechanical procedures 
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that theoretically are able to enumerate every natural number. Consequently it also had to realize 

the difference between theoretical and practical since enumerating all possible natural numbers is 

practically an impossibility because there would be an infinity of them to count. It follows that for  

differentiating theoretical from practical, the algorithm also had to have a solid concept of what we 

call 'ontology'.  Consequently, for any algorithm that should be considered as being conscious in a 

real ontological sense, it necessarily had to have the ability to differentiate between epistemological  

truths and ontological truths. Otherwise this algorithm wouldn't even be able to realize that “i think 

and therefore i am” is true. In the latter case it would not even know that it is not conscious. This  

then would be equivalent to void program-routines that not even can know that they lack the neces-

sary criteria to decide all those halting questions, since these criteria simply do not exist in a world 

that does not contain all existent information in every part of it.

What we derived with all this is an important difference between an algorithm and human intel

ligence. The latter can not only trace if-then deductions, but also ask why-questions. For assuming 

that an algorithm could also ask why-questions, much less demand explanations for something, one 

had to assume that such an algorithm could at first identify and then question some crucial details of  

its own deductive processes – without ending in an infinite loop of questioning every such detail.

4   Impossible deductions
Note that truth defines itself as being existential like for example “i think and therefore i am”. If 

machines would have consciousness, they necessarily had to grasp that truth about themselves. Mo

reover, they also had to grasp that there is something beyond themselves and that this fact is also a  

truth. Since both truths are a-priori facts to at all start a deduction about something, at least the ex-

istential truth that existence is a-priori possible must be considered as being irreducible. Thus, at the 

ends of the spectrum of reducible phenomena there obviously reside some kinds of 'loose ends' that 

cannot reasonably be logically reduced to something other, because otherwise the reducibility of 

ultimate reality would be infinite in all directions and all logical reasoning had to break down.2

We are now able to formulate some general limits of deducability that hold for human intelligen-

ce as well as for any mechanistic, deductive procedure. For both it is impossible

1. to know a-priori the complete set of things that are impossible to exist

2. to know a-priori the complete set of things that are possible to exist

3. to know a-priori the complete set of things that are necessary to exist

Let us now assume that we have a complete list of all things at hand that are impossible to exist. 

Let us further assume that this list is not infinite and that we have enough time to completely go 

through it. With that we could determine every answer to quests about any thing being possible in 

principle or not. If something would be possible to exist, it would be not listed on the above menti-

oned list. But knowing that something is possible to exist does not imply that its existence is also  

necessary in any way. So even possible things could well be non-existent.

2 For example an infinite chain of causal events at the microlevel would necessitate an infinite speed for these causes – what
   is obviously an unphysical premise since we then would arrive at non-local signals that instantaneously could influence oth-
   er causal chains ad infinitum.
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Now we have to ask what it should mean that some possible things may never have an existence. 

Because we just have determined that things that are not on the list of impossible things must at 

least be possible, it would be a contradiction to now label the same things again as impossible to 

exist. An alluring way out here would be to conclude that all possible things are at the same time 

also necessary to exist and the term 'possible' is somewhat a misnomer.

From the above would follow that consciousness is also necessarily existent and all that can be 

thought in principle will necessarily be thought in principle – somewhere. Everything what happens  

would be necessarily necessary, the possible and the necessary would be one and the same. The 

question arises what then would be responsible for at all determining what is impossible and what  

not. Usually the explanation for all these necessities to happen the way they do is thought of as being 

due to another necessarily existing thing, namely an infinite landscape of mathematical relation-

ships.

For the sake of our further arguments we now like to assume that this mathematically and strict-

ly deterministic world view would be true. The problem that then arises would be that its mathema-

tical underpinnings are based on a 'causally' closed and self-confirming assumption, namely that 

mathematical combinations and their iterations are destined to necessarily produce or rather con-

tain a non-denumerable infinity of in-principle unknowable possibilities. If the latter could all be 

'predicted', they eventually could be viewed as 'necessary', but the halting problem excludes this 

prediction by showing its impossibility.  Thus,  the definite  contents  of that assumption are never 

completely knowable in principle.

All this should not surprise since we have seen with Gödel's results that even an infinite math

ematical system cannot ever know what is unknowable in principle for it. For example it cannot dif

ferentiate between a possibility and a necessity. Therefore the existence of the whole construct of a 

non-denumerable infinity of mathematical 'necessities' leads us to the conclusion that this construct 

is  itself just a possibility, it  cannot ever be considered a necessary truth. Even if the assumption 

would be true that this construct is capable of producing conscious awareness about certain parts of  

itself, this could not ever lead us to this necessary truth – because for reasons of infinite regression,  

no consciousness that is defined as a certain mathematical pattern within a non-denumerable infin

ity can completely contain that non-denumerable infinity – unless it would contain itself infinitely 

many times. Thus, if that landscape nonetheless would exist, it would state about itself (the whole)  

via a part of it (consciousness of the author) that the whole cannot prove its own necessity. The lat 

ter is no wonder, since parts of it cannot ever completely define what this whole should contain or  

not contain. Moreover, that whole's only global definition is obviously that it is undefinable in princi-

ple. Thus, it is highly questionable if such an undefined and undefinable 'whole' should at all, by its  

very own standards, be considered consistent, much less being able to produce some consciousness.

5   An infinity of infinities
So does an infinity of infinities make at all some sense? Yes, since it shows that it is a self-referen

tial construct. Every such construct lacks a certain additional information, otherwise it would not re

peatedly refer to itself but to something beyond itself. The lack of these kinds of information is due  
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to a general information shortage which is the natural state of our physical world, since a part of a  

whole cannot at the same time contain that whole. Hence, there is only a finite information capacity 

available in every part of our world to logically pin down things with a sufficient degree of certainty.  

Moreover, by looking at the level of elementary particles, it seems that similar to reversing a diapo-

sitive, the world is as defined by some informational gaps as it is by some informational content.  

This  analogy  may then illustrate  why  the 'wave-particle  duality'  can't  capture  what  the atomic 

blocks of quantum mechanics are, since that duality may well be an interplay of gaps with non-gaps.

Let's therefore examine what can be said about the most atomic “thing as it is”, namely a “quan-

tum” entity. By looking at this thing being infused into a Mach-Zehnder interferometer where the 

path lengths are equal, it isn't possible to explain the measurement results by some wave behaviour  

of, say a photon, when one at the same time also wants to explain why two of such 'wave packets' be

have statistically as they do when their polarizations are entangled and both photons are far apart  

from each other. The conclusion here is that trying to pin down the “thing as it is” without consider 

ing mutually exclusive experiments leads to contradictory results. Hence for a consistent picture it  

must be inferred that  all those experiments and the “thing as it is” together constitute wholes that 

are qualitatively different from any conceivable combination of some well defined classical objects. 

Much worse,  those non-classical  entities make it impossible to be classically modelled such that 

each and every measurement outcome could be predicted with certainty.

Thus, there obviously exist strong cases in nature where phenomena that are thought to behave 

deterministically are impossible to be predicted with the help of their thought-to-be deterministic  

behaviour. Since the needed complete information about such a deterministic quantum behaviour 

cannot be gathered by any procedure, the question arises what 'incomplete information' should be 

all about when it even cannot be translated into a consistent model of the “thing as it is” that fits all  

experimental data. Because for example quantum particles can also be considered as wave-packets,  

we could at first sight conclude that the ontology of the world is fundamentally built up just from 

these  classical  wave-packets,  constantly  interfering  with  each  other  and producing  some  fixed-

points called 'particles'. But as was already guessed by the founding fathers of Quantum Theory, this 

analogy is incomplete and simply breaks down when one attempts to describe 'particles' involved in  

different experiments as merely classical chunks of energy and/or matter.

So the answer what 'incomplete information' in the above case should be all about is that  the 

knowledge of the in-principle unknowability of  all ontological features of quantum systems is obvi

ously all that can be known and thus, is complete information. An assumed ontological definition of 

quantum mechanical behaviour as exhibiting just classical mechanics would therefore violate the 

law of non-contradiction by saying that in-principle unknowable things can in-principle be known.  

But such an incoherent unification hasn't worked either for an assumed mathematical landscape to 

be somehow completable and it  can't work either for  “the thing as it  is”  in the quantum realm. 

Therefore our conclusions are that the common reason for the impossibility of such ontological 

definitions is that no formal system is ever able to construct itself on its own terms. Hence it necessar

ily must have been created by a metaphysical realm of existence [4] and therefore such a created 
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system can impossibly make definitely true  and complete statements about its own 'fundamental 

ontology'.

6   Hidden variables and Gödel-incompleteness
Generic undedidability is already present at the level of classical physics, because determining 

whether or not classical trajectories follow a continuum of infinitely many points in space is generi

cally undecidable – since it is impossible to build a measurement device with infinite resolution.  

Furthermore infinitely precise initial conditions aren't provable either for the same reasons. This 

means that algorithmic determinism isn't provable by any causal procedure because  there simply  

does not exist such a causal procedure. Another obstacle of algorithmic determinism lies in two con

siderations: firstly for infinitely precise values the question arises which infinite series of decimal 

expansions out of  infinitely many are the 'correct' ones for each and every particle/interaction/ 

movement. Secondly, the assumption that only a finite series of decimal expansions govern particle 

behaviour poses the question which decimal expansions from the infinite ones one has to truncate 

to match the one-and-only algorithmic determinism. Since no finite theory can ever decide between 

such an infinity of mutually exclusive properties for the one-and-only physical dynamics, every such 

theory will fail to mathematically formulate something that is more precise than Quantum Theory. 

Moreover, we argue that the use of additive or subtractive infinities is an imaginary act just like try-

ing to complete or un-complete a Gödel-(in)complete system by ad hoc 'adding/subtracting' an infi-

nite amount of arbitrary axioms. 

For all these reasons we strongly suspect that the idea of a complete determinism is just as imagina 

ry as the idea of a 'completely completable' Gödel-incomplete system. The considerations above also 

show that the reasons for why one can easily model the statistical behaviour of the quantum mech

anical phenomenon of entanglement with the help of a short algorithm is because this, too, is an  

imaginary act of 'finding' the “thing as it is” within an algorithm that merely draws a Bell curve. The  

latter is a well defined mathematical object like any other curve and therefore can be mathematical-

ly approximated by some proper statistical evaluation together with a universal Turing Machine 

(computer) that can produce some pseudo-random values. Although such simulations try to con

clusively pin down the Kantian “thing as it is” [5-6] to be deterministic by simply drawing the Bell 

curve –  and never can succeed to prove anything physical from these drawings –, contrariwise real 

physical experiments are sufficient to disprove the ability of all hitherto proposed locally-determin

istic hidden variable theories to completely retrace these experiments.

7   Physical reality as an abstraction
 We argue that this “thing as it is“ isn't completely identifiable not because our measurement in

struments are to grainy to detect 'it', but because at the level of elementary particles such formaliz

ability arrives at its natural limit. We further argue that a real existential realm beyond space-time 

has to be assumed whose informational resolution is not defined by any quantitative measures, but 

by its self-contained holistic contents. Otherwise we would remain in the same situation a computer  

program is that cannot grasp that its origins must lie beyond the deductive processes of its algorit-

hms – namely that the latter were created from outside themselves for certain reasons [4].
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Although it is not yet fully clear whether or not quantum mechanical 'superpositions' play a role  

for the above mentioned self-contained holistic informational chunks, the former surely are impos-

sible to operate on themselves completely within space-time. Because we think that since such a 

nondenumerable infinity  cannot be bijected onto parts of itself,  parts of these 'superpositions' are 

filtered out just-in-time [7] before being projected onto our space-time from beyond that space-time. 

Consequently the holistic contents of those unfiltered informational chunks (provisionally called 'su-

perpositions')  become impossible to be completely reconstructed within our phenomenologically 

downgraded world.3

 So the assumption of an informationally closed system like space-time would be a simplifying  

abstraction. If we assume for a moment that the physical world would be constituted by some finite  

causal complexity that could be  completely formalized, we also had to assume that the underlying 

mathematics is not Gödel-incomplete – to ensure that no mathematical undecidabilities correspond 

to some physical undecidabilities. With that we would arrive at a physical world that uses only the 

decidable and complete part of mathematics. Thus, the physics of the human brain then should also 

function only on the basis of that Gödel-complete mathematics. But with this we arrive at a contra

diction, since human brains can grasp and encode the structures of systems that are Gödel-incom

plete. Human brains can for example see that these systems cannot decide whether or not they are 

inconsistent or merely incomplete. Further these brains can see that these systems must nesessarily  

be considered incomplete, otherwise one had to conclude that considering them to be incomplete  

must be caused by a severe inconsistency in the physical workings not only of our brains. The latter 

however, can't be the case, since by definition of completeness, no Gödel-complete system is able to 

contain or introduce a logical inconsistency within its axiomatically closed domain (space-time/hu

man brains). Hence, our axiom that the world is an informationally closed (void) system must be 

erroneous, since the fact that Gödel-incompleteness is factually constructible contradicts this axiom.

Conclusions

Our overall conclusions are that the naked act of deduction is really only a deterministic, mech

anical process. Nonetheless human beings are able to also  induce something. Furthermore, if our 

hitherto made inductions are correct, then not despite of being no deductions, but because these in

ductions are necessary to explain why there at all exist the  limits that have so far been analysed. 

Therefore, all our exemplifications could also well be considered as a single huge diagonalization ar

gument to step beyond these limits, since it demonstrates that the premise of a complete formaliz

ability for each and every phenomenon turns out to be logically incoherent. Not because ultimate  

reality would be illogical, but because antivalent logics as well as mathematics are subject to incom

pleteness. Thus, both can never transcend themselves to be more than an abstraction of ultimate 

reality. In fact, as we have already seen with an exclusively deterministic world view, such an ab

straction would be primarily concerned not about reality, but about its own definitions. But human  

intelligence can transcend its antivalent logics by inferring that there must be some irreducible rea-

sons for those abstractions to work and these reasons must be rooted in a real metaphysical realm.

3 Similar to a lossy picture compression; 'holistic' as analogy to a holographic picture that gets less sharp when partitioned.
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Consequently, compared to this metaphysical realm, our whole physical universe must in many 

respects also be considered as a kind of abstraction, being possible due to the existence of this meta

physical realm. We therefore finally want to notice that the latter would not need any abstractions  

to be what itself is, but our universe would need this realm for at all being able to exist as an ab 

straction. Thus, by having created the latter, that metaphysical realm would have had some real cau-

sally effective, but not deterministically acting powers over its very own abstraction.
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